Care of the Soul and Problem of Education
The Czech philosopher Jan Patočka shows two different modalities of soul concepts while thinking about Jan Amos Komenský's heritage for contemporary pedagogy. The close-set soul conceptus supposes simply recognizable world, modern ideas of its controllability and scientific structure scheme. Education, which means care of the soul in three ways — care of the soul in the sense of cosmos order, in the sense of public and in the personal way, means (following close-set conceptus) formation, preparation and setting up the undone young being for life in the modern society. Reflexions of our contemporary situation find out, that modern situation appears as a crisis. This crisis demands a new approach to education, which could be found in the open-set soul concept.
The open-set soul could be described as something incomplete, which is searching its fundamentals all the time. Another characteristic shows affinity of the soul for something superior or sense of own finality. Education in this way unveils itself like repeatedly reached humanity. This kind of education does not mean formation or setting up, this kind of education means revealing context of the world, society and finally own personality. Open-set mind should bring responsibility through this revealing. Every teacher today must solve the question, whether just teach or help to find out complexity and various aspects of the world. Care of the soul and problem of education in the sense of open-set or close-set soul is the problem of contemporary education and every teacher have to find out his way own with appropriate responsibility.